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	/
	Bosch (2608900491) EXPERT 20mm x 5mm Sheet Metal Hole Saw

Bosch (2608900491) EXPERT 20mm x 5mm Sheet Metal Hole Saw
SKU: 2608900491

$52.95

Bosch 20mm x 5mm Sheet Metal Hole Saw. The EXPERT Sheet Metal solves all these issues in one compact piece of high quality engineering. The EXPERT Sheet Metal is made from a single cylinder of turned metal for ultimate stability, robustness and accuracy. Long life cutting holes in Stainless Steel.
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DescriptionSpecificationsShipping and Delivery

Description

What You Get:

	1 x Bosch (2608900491) EXPERT 20mm x 5mm Sheet Metal Hole Saw


Features:

	Cutting holes in sheets of steel is not like other hole saw applications.
	In industrial settings, or when working on vehicles, you have to be extremely precise but at the same time the material is hard and destroys traditional BiMetal hole saws.
	The EXPERT Sheet Metal solves all these issues in one compact piece of high quality engineering. 
	The EXPERT Sheet Metal is made from a single cylinder of turned metal for ultimate stability, robustness and accuracy.
	Extreme durability and the ability to cut the hardest grades of steel comes from its carbide teeth, which are individually sharpened and brazed onto the body. 
	This hole saw packs all the best qualities into its short stature: it is long lasting, accurate, and optimised for quality sheet metal work.
	For use with the Bosch Power Change Plus keyless arbor (sold separately): offering accuracy and robustness. 
	Long life cutting holes in Stainless Steel
	Exceptional durability is built in with Bosch Carbide Technology
	Individually ground teeth made from fine, hard Carbide
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Specifications

	Diameter: 20mm






Shipping and Delivery

FREE DELIVERY CONDITIONS

Products labled with the “Free Delivery” sticker will have a N/A shipping charged to them on checkout, however some are excluded. This includes items that are large & heavy, some clearance items, or items classed as dangerous goods. Some of these items will incur a delivery fee after the purchase has been made and some may not be avaliable for delivery at all. Remote areas outside of sydney MAY excluded from free shipping, you will be contacted prior to delivery to confirm shipping charges if necessary. Electroweld reserve the right to change or withdraw free delivery at any time.

Store Pickup ($0)

You can place an order online and pay either using your card or paypal account. If this item is in stock, you will be able to collect it instantly, to check stock once you have purchased an item please call (02)9708 6660

Stock is not guaranteed until we have reserved stock for you under your order number.

Please wait for confirmation email of the order being ‘ready for pickup’ before coming in-store to pickup.

Please quote your order number when you come to the store.

Pickup time is during our business hours.

Orders are usually cancelled after 7 days if it has not been picked up or no form of communication or response has been received.

Standard Delivery – NSW wide (From $8.90)

This is usually a 1-2 day service. Outer NSW areas can take up to 5 days.

Someone must be present at the delivery address during business hours to receive & sign, if no-one is available you must put a note in the order instructions along with a suggested time and date for delivery. Additional delivery charges may apply if this process is not followed.

Special instructions can be included in the comments of your order

For overweight items or addresses outside our delivery network you will see “TBC” (To be calculated) where the delivery price was. You will still be able to make your purchase and a representative for Electroweld will contact you with a shipping quote. You are not obligated to accept this quote. If TBC is displayed, the normal 1-2 day service cannot be guanteed and the ETA on delivery will be included in the shipping quote.

Guaranteed Same Day (Express) – Sydney Metro Region (From $13.10)

Within Sydney Metro area only.

If an order is placed before 10am, and the item is in stock, you are guranteed to receive your product before COB (Close of business) that same day. If these conditions are followed and our delivery partner does not get your package to you within the specified time frame, Electroweld will credit any shipping cost incurred by you.

Funds need to be cleared and order dispatched before 10:30am for same day arrival within business hours. (Paying by direct deposit may delay the process)

Someone must be present at the delivery address during business hours to receive & sign. If no-one is available you must put a note in the order instructions along with a suggested time and date for delivery. Additional delivery charges may apply if this process is not followed.

Special instructions can be included in the comments of your order

For overweight items or addresses outside our delivery network you will see “TBC” (To be calculated) where the delivery price was. You will still be able to make your purchase and a representitive for Electroweld will contact you with a shipping quote. You are not obligated to accept this quote. If TBC is displayed, the normal same day day service cannot be guanteed and the ETA on delivery will be included in the shipping quote.

Interstate Delivery – Outside NSW (from $20.30)

For Interstate delivery, express post is not available unless specifically requested .

For overweight items or addresses outside our delivery network you will see “TBC” (To be calculated) where the delivery price was. You will still be able to make your purchase and a representitive for Electroweld will contact you with a shipping quote. You are not obligated to accept this quote. If TBC is displayed, the normal same day day service cannot be guanteed and the ETA on delivery will be included in the shipping quote.

Special instructions can be included in the comments of your order

International

International shipping costs vary greatly depending on the destination country, when TBC is displayed, we will contact you with a shipping quote and ETA.

 

Please Note: Shipping times may be extended if a payment is made via direct deposit. Please Include the invoice number in the transaction title to expedite the process to get you your order ASAP!!
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Bosch (2608900422) EXPERT 32mm x 60mm Tough Material Hole Saw
$31.95
Add to cart
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8 Piece – Bosch (2607017526) Edge Hole Saw Set, Wood – 25, 32, 38, 44, 51, 54, 64mm
$30.95
Add to cart
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Bosch (2608900424) EXPERT 38mm x 60mm Tough Material Hole Saw
$34.95
Add to cart
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Bosch (2608900486) EXPERT 140mm x 60mm Construction Material Hole Saw
$62.95
Add to cart
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